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ABSTRACT but still lacked sufficientenergycoverageandwere limited
to just a few geome_es.

To assure quality in the testing of electronic parts in
neutron radiationenvironments,SandiaNationalLaborato- Because the foil-activation plus spectrum-adjustment

mode has been chosen for the SNL spectrum determina-ries (SNL) has incorporatedmodem techniquesandproce-
dures, developed in the last two decades by the radiation tions, only that mode is discussed here. The more obvious

deficiencies and problemsassociated with the characteriza-effects community, into all of its experimentalprograms.
Attention to the applicationof all of these methodologies, tion processescirca 1982 were the following:
experiment designs, nucleardata, proceduresandcontrols • A trialspectrumof fairaccuracywas requiredas input
to the SNL radiation services has led to the much more for all adjustment codes. Otherwise, the solution
accurate and reliable environment characterizations could be very nonphysical. This meant that detailed
requiredto correlatethe effects observedwith theradiation informationabout the test environmentwas needed,

delivered, and that an accurate transport calculation had to be
carriedout to startthe characterizationprocess. Often

I. INTRODUCTION neitherwas practical.

Workbegan at SNL around 1971 to improve the char- • A multitudeof environmentsfor differentobjectives
acterization methodologies for the reactorenvironments, was requiredby users. Thisnecessitated the develop-

mentof customizedconfigurationsthat were often dif-Up to that time the neutron fieldswere evaluated primarily
by calculationswith transportcodes, suchas TWOTRAN,1 ficultandexpensive to model.
coupled with comparisonsto experimentaldata such asflu- • The set of spectrum sensors(usually activationfoils)
ence profiles, plutonium-sulfurratios, ionization chamber often provided inadequateenergy coverage to suffi-
data, reactivity measurements,and neutron induced-dam- ciently define the spectrumwhere the device under
age ratios. However, without a well determined energy test was sensitive. At otherlaboratories(in particular
spectrumforeach test envronment,the comparisonsof test at universities)where fission foils were not available,
object responsesto differentenvironments were unreliable, the coverage was not adequatebelow 1 MeV, where
Furthermore, the prediction of performance in an opera- silicon is sensitive.

tional environmentcould not be achievedunless (1) the test • Manydosimetry cross sections wereinconsistent with
spectrum closedly matched the operationalspectrumand each other, so that it was not possible to construct a
(2) the secondaryradiationinducedeffects in the two envi- spectrum from activation data that did not develop
ronmentswere the same. The advantageof possessing well unphysical bumpsand dips as it tried to fit the inca-
determinedspectraanddevice response functionsis that the sured activities. If in the fitting process, the sensor
necessary damage correlations and predictions can be response uncertaintieswere allowed to remain large
made. so that a reasonable looking spectrum could be

The proton recoil spectrum measurements made by obtained,the width of the bandof acceptablesolutions
Powell 2 and the foil-activation measurements (coupled became too large to be very useful for modern test
with use of the SANDIIunfold code) conducted by Scott3 specifications.
yielded the first quality spectrum measurements at SNL,

IThisworkwasperformedatSandiaNationalLaboratories,whichisoperatedfortheU.S.DepartmentofEnergyunderContract
DE-AC04-94AL85000.
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• For electronics, the damageresponsefunctionof sili- B. SpectrumTrialFunctionsandAdjustments
con was not sufficientlydefined or verified, and dis- Althougha trialfunctionthatis a good approximation
placement damage functions for most other to the real spectrumis veryvaluable,its requirementin the
semiconductingmaterials, such asGaAs did notexist, unfoldor spectrumadjustmentprocess can leadto serious
Thus thecorrelationof the responseof an object with problems. First,the spectrumadjustmentcodes maypro-
the radiationexposure, by integrationof a spectrum vide averydistortedspectrumif the trialis too farremoved
and response function, was hamperedby additional from reality. Second, if a high quality trial is needed, it
uncertainty, usuallymeans thattheanalystmusthavea good ideaof the

There were other problems, common more or less to spectrum beforethe measurementsare made. In principle
all the radiationeffects laboratories,thathadroots more in then, the full material andgeometrical configurationmust
the way the laboratoriesoperatedthanin the methodologies be knownin advanceto supportthe radiationtransportcal-
used and the nuclear data that was available. Improve- culations.Third,in manyexperimentalcases, the usermay
mentswererequiredin the following additionalareas, not knowor wantto know, in sufficientdetail,just what the

• Measurementanddocumentationprocedures configurationwas.

• Continaityof environmentcharacterizationovertime Thereforea methodologywas developedfor theappli-
cation of an outer iteration technique 5 to the SANDII 6

• Guiding Standards (particularlythe American Society spectrum adjustment code to make it insensitive to the
forTestingand Materials (ASTM) in this area) shape of the initial trialfunction. Reference 5 explains how

• Interlaborato_,comparisons SANDII, in attempting to alter the spectrumshape to better
• Interactionswith usersfor testdesign and interpreta- fit the measured sensor responses, changes the spectrum

tion of results most strongly where the sensor set has its highest
In this paper we describe the developments that have responses. The distortionsintroducedby the code provide

been made in this field primarily by personnel at Sandia the analystwith clues for constructionof a better trial func-
National Laboratories(SNL), White Sands Missile Range tion in the next iteration. The analyst will usually draw a
(WSMR),Aberdeen Proving Ground (APG), the National smoothed trial through the energyregions of the last result
Instituteof Standardsand Technology(NIST), and John G. where the sensors have high response. If the sensor set
Williams now at the Univ. of Arizona. Most of the work coverage is sufficient, a few repetitions of this procedure
andcomparisonshave been madethroughASTM Subcom- usually leads to approximatelythe same final spectrum--no
mittee E10.07 on Radiation Dosimetry for Radiation matter what the initial trial. An example of the conver-
Effects on Materials and Devices and dosimetry intercom- gence of solutions from two widely varying trials, a flat
parison meetings. The items consideredbelow reflect the (TF), and a falling straight line (TS), is shown in Figure 1,

adaptation of these advances to our neutron radiation test- | ' ' ' ' " ' ' ' ' ' 1
ing programs, lo22t_ .. ,,_',,,,... ..

1
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II. CHANGESIN CHARACTERIZATIONPROCESSES ,o'* V'" ' '

The efforts to improve our processes beyond Scott's 1o"

work commenced about 1980,and are discussed below. ,1-'=lo" :--"'-_,'_-,xe._:. :: _i :"_'_'_:(."

A. Counting Facilities <-'loTM __\- "--. :: ' :' "'.-..... \

Major additions to the Radiation MetrologyLabora-andhave continued. The z_l°'s-_4_lo" ___4 __"/

tory4 (RML) capabilities were begun about 1980 by D.W. _ lOTM ',
Vehar focal point is a set of six -
shielded germaniumgamma-ray detectors that are regularly _ 1nl2 -x ns.,,: \
calibratedagainst NIST traceable standards. Thefoil activ- 1o'_ - _---'_".x._ \
ity data is automatically recorded by a VAX-based corn- lo'°

puter system coupled to a Canberra analysis system. This 1o"array of detectors permits the rapid aquisition of data and lO'
the countingof foils in parallel. This meantthat the neutron 1o ' , , t ._. _ , _ _ ,
spectrum could be constructed without the need to conduct lds I_' _s _/s I(_4 ld3 1_2 1_1 lo° lo' lo'
manyreactorruns. Furthermore, each foil is counted on at ENERGY(Mev)
leasttwodifferentdetectorsystems.Thisleadstoa consid-
erablereduction in systematic and statistical uncertainty in Figure 1. Convergenceof Spectra With Different Trials
the foil activities.



For each stage, la, lb, and lc, the solution pairs are dis- E. Cross Sections

placed vertically to avoid overlap in th_ 5gure. For each When dosimetry sets based on the Evaluated Nuclear
solution a smooth line was drawn through the result of the Data File (ENDF/B-V) 7 became available during the period
previous run to form a trial for the next stage. 1981-84, the outer iteration technique with the SANDII

The process described above reaches an acceptable code became much more useful. The fact is that in nature,
solution rapidly and with fewer iterations if the analyst the real spectrum when folded with all the reaction cross

... starts with a trial that is representative of the real environ- sections must predict the correct activities. When a cross-
merit. This methodology is presently the primary vehicle section compilation is incorrect, the calculated activity will
for spectrum determination at SNL. usually not agree with the measured value, and the code

will distort the spectrum in trying to make them agree.
When many sensors are used in a spectrum determination,

C. Sensor Coverage it is often obvious when the spectrum is distorted by an

The spectrum cannot be well determined at energies incorrect activity. A peak or a valley may appear where
where the sensor set is not responsive. A particularly real- there is structure in the cross section of a particular reac-
istic example is the case when laboratory personel attempt tion. When the same structure appears in the determination
to characterize the environment in a pool-type reactor and of many independent spectra, the evidence is strong that the
do not possess sensors, such as fission foils, sensitive cross section, not the measurement, is in error. If the whole
between 10 keV and 1 MeV. If they do not obtain a very cross-section set is of poor quality, the spectra tend to
good calculation or other estimate of the spectrum to use as become jumbled (in a similar manner among the different
a trial function, the damage predicted in a silicon device cases), and it is difficult to find a reasonably shaped spec-
may be very different from that observed. This is because trum to fit the activities.

in pool-type reactors a large fraction of the displacement Two extreme examples turned up in ENDF/B-V, the
47 47 58 59

damage induced may be from neutrons below I MeV. Thus reactions Ti(n,p) Sc, and Fe(n,y) Fe. Attempts to
it is very important that the spectrum be well determined find compatible spectra with these reactions proved fruit-
over the full range of energies to which the test object less. SNL still cannot use the 5SFe(n,y) reaction, but a
responds, change in the normalization of the 47Ti(n,p) cross section

A concerted effort has been made to use as many sen- has now made it compatible and useful. 8

sors as possible on any spectrum determination, provided The calculated and measured spectra shown in Figure
that each one has been shown to be consistent with all the 2 were determined for the Sandia Pulsed Reactor HI (SPR

other sensors in many other spectrum determinations. This III) central cavity. The latter was constructed with the
is also a situation where having many detectors in the RML dosimetry cross sections assembled into a cross-section
is a great advantage for simultaneous foil counting. Fur- library, called the SNLRML Dosimetry Library, now avail-
thermore, the more sensors used, the easier it is to identify able through the Radiation Shielding Information Center,
erronous data and to obtain a reliable spectrum without RSIC.9 Components of this library were derived primarily

10having to depend on an accurate trial spectrum. Even more, from ENDF/B-VI and the International Reactor Dosime-

poor reaction cross sections can be identified and investi- try File (IRDF 90). 11 As discussed above, a substantial
gated. SNL typically uses between 20 and 30 sensors per number of the reactions included in this library have been
spectrum, tested experimentally for compatibility among reactions

D. Interlaboratory Comparisons over many spectra. The shape of the spectrum is very

Around 1986, SNL, WSMR, APG and others began to _o'..._ .._-_..._ ....-1 ...-1 ..._ .....-1 ...._1...._1.... ._ ...._1

hold regular meetings to compare dosimetry methods, cal- 10' i, _culations, calibrations, and results. What began as com- io' ./" 't

parisons of sulfur based neutron measurements and Io' _
thermoluminescentaspectsdetectOrSreactor(TLD) was quickly extended _. J0' !to other of environment characterization _ 10"
methodologies. Now the routine implementation of the lat- _ io'
est nuclear data, the incorporation of newly developed tech- ,o"
niques, and the comparison of results have become part of s04 -- SPR-IIICavityMCNPCalculation
our culture, and integral dosimetry results, such as sulfur )0" _ SPR-IIICavitySAND-IIFit

fluences, seldom differ by more than 5%. If they do, deter- lo.....'° J_o_...."J_o""_lo"....-J!o"...."JJo"....-'_o"....-_1o"...._o"....._o"J.....Io°J .....io'
mined efforts are mounted to resolve the discrepancies. Neutron Energy (MeV)

Figure. 2. Calculated and Measured SPR III Cavity Spectra
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smooth,andthe averagestandarddeviationof themeasured also has a response function thatcan be used for spectrum
andcalculated activities is only 3.5%. This spectrumwas determinations. It is sensitive from an effective threshold
determinedwith the help of 24 reactions without the need of about 100 keV to a few MeV. Thus,if a laboratorydoes
forany a prioriknowledge about the spectrumcharaeteris- not have access to fission foils or other sensors sensitive
tics. The calculationis discused later, below 1MeV (a common occurance),a silicon device can

provide the needed coverage. Coverage between 100 keV
F. NeutronDisplacementDamage and 1 MeV is particularlyimportant forpool-type reactor
All of these steps to determinea spectrummoreaccu- environmentsbecause of the large l/E low energy compo-

rately areonly useful if one can verify that when integrated nent in their spectra. The transistors have been used suc-
over importantandknownresponse functions, the integral cessfully as sensors in a number of different spectrum
responses that are calculated can be correlated with determinations.22,23
observeddamage. We discuss here the verificationof cal-
culateddisplacementdamagefunctionsfor bulksilicon and For a numberof reasons,the silicon devices are not of
galliumarsenide, the same quality as activation foils forspectrumdetermina-

tion. They have to be calibratedindividuallyor by batchon
Calculations were commenced in 1985 at SNL 12 and

a known source; they may respondmuch morethan foils to
laterby J. G. Williams13to determine,with the help of the gamma-raybackground;they are usually not useful overas
NJOY model,l'*improved displacementdamage functions many orders of magnitude in fluence as foils (they may
for silicon, gallium arsenide, and other materialsused in become nonlinearfor example), and their responses have
electronic parts. Afterwards, a considerable effort was not been determined from as fundamental a basis as have
mounted at SNL, 15 WSMR, 16and at Communications cross sections, Their practical advantages, however, are
Research Centre, Ottawa, Canada to verify the damage also numerous. They are small and inexpensive, easy to
functionsexperimentally. These verificationswere accom- read soon after exposure,and don't perturbthe spectrum.
plished by comparing the ratios of damage generated in Using them just takes a different set of proceduresas is
bulksilicon, bulk galliumarsenide,2N2222A silicon bipo- explained in a new ASTM standardbeing developed by
lar transistors,andGaAs light emitting dicdes in a variety ASTM committee El0.07.

16 17,18of neutron environments. ' The resulting damage
functionsfor silicon andgallium arsenidehave since been
incorporatedintoASTM Standard E 722-93.19 H. Transistor Calibrations

G. Silicon Devices as Fluence Monitors Calibration of the transistor sensors by the transfer

The energy dependent silicon displacement damage is method requires exposure in a neutron environment whose
a response function very similar to a reaction cross section, spectrum is very well known over the range in which sili-

con is sensitive. For us the SPR HI cavity is a prime candi-Therefore, once it had been verified, it became useful as a
fluence monitor. When a transfer calibration is available, it date for this role, because not only is it readily available,
can be used as a spectrum sensor similar to a sulfur foil. but it is also unchanging and generates sufficient fluence for
Once the devices are calibrated in a well characterized neu- most electronic parts testing. Furthermore, this source was

a primary environment used for determining the damagetron environment, we have found them to be very useful as
l-MeV-equivalent fluence monitors, called OI moni- ratios that confirmed the latest silicon damage function.
tors, 17'20and as spectrum sensors 21 to cover the energy Therefore, a careful repeat measurement of the spectrum
range from 100 keV to 1 MeV when fission foils are not was made in 1993 to prepare the data needed to establish

the cavity environment as a reference benchmark field.24available. The fluence, O1, is the fluence of 1 MeV neu-
trons that would produce the same damage in a silicon In addition, the core and its surroundings were modeled
device as the fluence delivered by the test spectrum. See with the MCNPMonte Carlo neutron andphoton transport
reference19. After a transfercalibration,both 2N2222A code.2s The spectrum is shown in histogramform inFigure
transistorsandDN-156 diodes20 have proven to be excel- 2. The measured and calculated spectra compared very
lent, direct • 1monitors. For example, the former have well except for the region around 10keV (below thesilicon
been usedvery inexpensively to map the detailedO l distri- threshold)whereboth techniqueshaveproblems(crosssec-
butionthroughouta missile guidancesystem.22 Usually, it tions and geometric modeling of the scattered radiation
is not practical to make a spatial map of varying spectra component). The transistors are calibratedby correlating
becausea spectrummeasurementwould haveto be madeat the observed change in gain with the • 1delivered in the
each location within theexperiment, cavity.

Justas individualactivation foils have responsesin dif- I. EnvironmentVerification
ferentenergy regions, and, when incorporatedin a set with The silicon monitors have proven useful in another
good coverage, can be used to define a specuam, silicon way. Over the years it has been difficult to compare
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directly neutronenvironments thatare separated by large neutronfluence (to reduce activation)or to attenuate
distances. The reason is that many of the activation foils gammarays.

that have the best spectrum coverage haverelatively short • Will the experimentmaterialsand configurationdis-
half lives, which hampers the transfer of foil sets between tort the radiationfield so that it must be characterized
laboratories. This situation is worsenedby regulationsthat with the actualstructurein place?

inhibitthe use of and the transferof even smallquantitiesof • Are therespecial safety or operationalquestions to be
radioativeand nuclearmaterials. However,a small pack- answered7 For example, are explosives, energystor-
age containing transistors, sulfur dosimeters, and TLD age devices, or high-pressure gases present7 Can
gamma detectors can be very helpful, especially when polyethylenemelt andaddreactivity to the core?
effectson electronicsare beingcompared. • How uniformmust the radiationsbe over what vol-

Participants at SNL, the Univ. of Utah, Penn State, ume in orderto meet testspecifications7
McClellanAir ForceBase, WSMR,and APGhaveexposed
packagesof the type just described to a variety of reactor • What arethe best monitorsto use to characterize the
environments at their facilities.23 The object was to corn- environmentfor the application?
pare in each case the damage induced in the transistors, • Whatare all the secondaryeffects that can influence
proportional to • 1, to that predicted by the spectrum the experiment7 This is anarea where the test fidelity
assumed to be validby the facility personnelforeach envi- specialist ('ITS) may have more experience than the
ronment. If they agreed,the comparisonconstituted a cer- user.It is important,therefore,that the TFSbe givena
rain degree of confirmation that the environment was full briefingon the object to be tested and the intended
correctlycharacterizedfor electronic parts testing. At the performanceissues, so that he/she can attemptto pro-
least, it would confirm the assigned • I. vide the best test design andmeasurementprocess.

The resultshavebeenmixed. In the cases in which the Besides the preliminarycommunicationsthat are car-
spectrawere alreadywell established with sensor sets that ried out in designing theexperiment, there is a formaleval-
hadgood coverage (i.e., withfission foils), the agreementin uationof each experimentby the appropriatereactorsafety
O] in all cases has been within 5%. These include the fast committees. All related safety questions must be answered
burst reactor environments at SNL, WSMR, and APG and taken care of before theexperiment can beconducted.

along with pool-type reactorenvironmentsat SNL. In the K. Quality,Analysis, andDocumentation
other environments that didn't benefit from the use of fis-

As mentioned earlier, all dosimetry systems are
sion foils, and as a consequensehadpoorinitialcoverage in checked regularly against NIST-traceable standards. In
the 100 keV to 1MeV range, the initiallyestablishedspec- addition, as often as is feasible, SNL, WSMR, APG, and
tra did not correctly predict the damage. These spectra others compare dosimetry results and share new develop-
were characterizedat SNL, using the SANDIIcode and the

ments. As partof the SNL services, we also regularlypro-
activities measured locally at each facility. Obviously the vide analytical support such as transport calculations,
sensorsets were inadequate. To compensate for the cover- spectrum determinations, data analysis, and experiment
age deficiency, the transistor measured O! value was used design. The dosimetryresults are provided in formalized
as a sensor response along with foil activities to establish reports, andindividualattentioncan be given to particular
the spectrum shape. Thus, although this additional

datathat are importantto the experiment. Records from
response improves the spectrumdetermination, the inde- past experiments are keptpermanentlyto monitorhistorical
pendentconfirmationof • 1with the transistorsis lost. events and to compare past conditions with the present.

J.ExperimentDesign L. Code Improvementand Application
SNL has put in place a semiformalprocessfor review-

The three laboratories frequently mentioned here
ing proposed experiments and exposures to ensure that the (SNL, WSMR,and APG) use the SANDII code on a regu-
needed and optimized irradiation conditions are realized, lar basis. SNL hasaddeda numberof enhancements to the

This firstbegins with an initial review of the experimental code to expand its applicability and to enhance the user
plan by experienced facility operationspersonnel. They interface. 26 For example, silicon and gallium arsenide
thendecide whethera test fidelity specialistshould be con- integralparameters areprinted out automatically,and the
suitedabout any aspect of the test that may requirespecial input file has beenmodified so that transis,.orscan be used
treatment. The items to be considered vary over a wide

as spectrumsensors. The listing anddocumentationof the
range,and might include any or all of the following exam- enhancements are available from RSIC. SNL also has
pies:

experience with the least-squaresspectrumadjustmentcode
• Does a specialized environmentneed to be fabricated LSL-M2.27The expert in the application of that code to

and characterized? Usersmay needto reducethermal electronic partstesting is W.Sallee of WSMR. He has con-
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